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CASE SUMMARY
A 22-year old Caucasian woman 

presented with a recurrent right skull 
base paraganglioma after gross total 
resection. She underwent frameless 
linac-based hypofractionated stereo-
tactic radiation therapy (FSRT) to 
3000 cGy in 5 fractions (Figure 1). 
Three days after completing FSRT, 
the patient presented to the emer-
gency department after experiencing 
syncope accompanied by diaphoresis, 
dizziness and nausea. Her blood pres-

sure (BP) was 77/42 and heart rate 
(HR) 80 (baseline BP 110/75 and HR 
110). She was given intravenous (IV) 
fluids and admitted for further man-
agement. Brain MRI showed no acute 
changes. During her 4-day hospital-
ization, she was managed with daily 
IV fluids and ondansetron. Her BP 
and HR normalized. Her symptoms 
improved throughout hospitalization 
and resolved by discharge. At 1-month 
follow-up, she remained healthy and 
denied further episodes. 

IMAGING FINDINGS 
No specific radiologic findings are 

associated with the trigeminocardiac 
reflex. 

DIAGNOSIS
Trigeminocardiac reflex

DISCUSSION
The trigeminocardiac reflex (TCR) 

is clinically defined as the sudden onset 
of cardiac dysrhythmia, arterial hypo-
tension, asystole, apnea, or gastric 
hypermotility.1 Although patients may 
not experience all of these autonomic 

symptoms, Schaller et al outlined that 
patients must have a > 20% decrease 
in mean arterial BP and HR from base-
line for diagnosis of TCR.2 As a clinical 
diagnosis, there is no characteristic labo-
ratory, radiologic, or pathologic find-
ings associated with TCR. The TCR 
has been reported during orbit surgery, 
trans-sphenoidal surgery, cranio-max-
illofacial surgery, and dermatologic 
surgery.1 The physiologic mechanism 
involves manipulation of the central or 
peripheral branches of the trigeminal 
nerve, Gasserian ganglion, or trigemi-
nal brainstem centers and nuclei.1,3 The 
clinical manifestations are generally 
transient and resolve after removal of 
stimulus during surgery.1 However, the 
TCR has been associated with adverse 
outcomes in select cases, such as hear-
ing loss or even death.4 Removing the 
mechanical stimulus on cranial nerve 
V during surgery generally immedi-
ately stops the reflex.5 This is widely 
considered the most important man-
agement step. If the reflex persists, 
based on a case report, Arasho et al 
suggest administration of IV atro-
pine 0.6 mg (up to 2 doses) followed 
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by 1 dose of IV epinephrine 6 μg if 
no response has been achieved.5 Several 
risk factors for TCR have been identified, 
such as age (more common in children), 
hypercapnia, hypoxemia, light anesthe-

sia, narcotics such as sulfentanil, and 
preoperative beta-blockers or calcium- 
channel blockers.5 Careful identifica-
tion and modification of risk factors 
should be considered. There may be 

a role for prophylaxis in cases with 
planned surgical manipulation near the 
trigeminal nerve. Mirakhur et al found 
that preoperative IV or intramuscular 
(IM) administration of 1 dose of either 
atropine (10-15 mg/kg) or glycopyrro-
late (5-7.5 mg/kg) decreased the inci-
dence of the oculocardiac reflex (OCR), 
a variant of the TCR, during ophthalmic 
surgery in children.6 Another study by 
Shende et al found decreased incidence 
and severity of OCR with local anes-
thetic blockade of the trigeminal nerve 
with bupivacaine.7   

We believe that our patient’s clini-
cal presentation is consistent with 
TCR. Her decrease in mean arterial 
BP and HR met the criteria discussed 
above. The onset of her symptoms was 
sudden. In addition, her nausea may 
have been related to gastric hypermo-
tility. Given her tumor location, the 
trigeminal nerve and associated struc-
tures were within her RT treatment 
field (Figure 1). We have included the 
dose volume histogram for the trigemi-
nal nerve (Figure 2) to demonstrate the 
dose received. Although her symp-
toms resolved with supportive care, the 
addition of a vagolytic agent may have 
been useful for management. Radia-
tion-induced toxicity to the brainstem 
could partially explain her symptoms 
of nausea and dizziness, but would not 
cause the hemodynamic changes seen 
with our patient. Her previous skull 
base surgery may have caused scar-
ring that predisposed her to chronic 
irritation of the trigeminal nerve. The 
patient was fairly young (age 22), but 
otherwise had no other previously 
identified risk factors. Additionally, 
there were no abnormal MRI findings 
to suggest another etiology. 

Our case does differ from the clas-
sical presentation of TCR, as the 
patient’s symptoms manifested sev-
eral days after completion of RT as 
a delayed TCR. Typically, the TCR 
presents during surgery with surgical 

FIGURE 2. The dose-volume histogram for the trigeminal nerve. 

FIGURE 1. The isodose treatment plan for framelesss linac-based hypofractionated FSRT 
(6 Gy x 5 fractions) to treat the patient’s skull base paraganglioma on T2 MRI axial (A), coro-
nal (B) and sagittal (C) views. The right trigeminal nerve was in the FSRT field (arrow).
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manipulation of the trigeminal nerve. 
However, Chowdhury et al reported a 
case of delayed-onset TCR symptoms in 
a patient with an orbital floor fracture.8 
The patient suffered from trauma caus-
ing a fracture of the orbital floor, and was 
managed conservatively. One month 
later, the patient developed a progres-
sive and wide array of hemodynamic 
disturbances consistent with the TCR. A 
surgical procedure to correct the orbital 
fracture was performed and the patient’s 
cardiovascular symptoms improved dra-
matically. The authors concluded that 
was the first case of a chronic OCR.8 
Compared to surgical manipulation, the 
intensity of stimulation on trigeminal 
nerve from radiation therapy (RT) in 
general is mild, sustained and accumu-
lative.9 The biological consequences 
of exposure to ionizing radiation are 
mediated by a series of physical, chemi-
cal, biochemical, and cellular responses 
initiated after radiation is deposited in 
the tissue.10 This sustained stimulus 
on the trigeminal nerve and surround-
ing tissue occurs accumulatively during 
RT and persists even after RT comple-
tion.9 Thus, the intensity of RT stimula-
tion may not be initially strong enough 

to induce the TCR symptoms. After a 
course of RT, the cumulative intensity 
of radiation stimulation could reach a 
threshold to induce TCR symptoms as 
observed in this case. Our atypical pre-
sentation of TCR associated with RT 
appears consistent with the findings 
reported by Chowdhury et al.8 

CONCLUSION
We present a case of radiation-

induced TCR in a patient with a skull 
base tumor treated with linac-based 
FSRT. The TCR has not been previ-
ously reported in association with RT. 
The clinical presentation of radiation-
induced TCR described in this case 
differs from the classical intraopera-
tive presentation, as it occurred sev-
eral days after RT completion. We 
discussed the role of supportive care 
and vagolytics in managing radiation-
induced TCR. Because TCR has been 
linked to adverse clinical outcomes, 
radiation oncologists should be aware 
of TCR as a potential phenomenon 
when treating patients with skull base 
tumors. Additional reports describing 
TCR during RT would certainly help 
further our understanding. 
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